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Prospective clients have
engaged Cürex to assess their
trading results, given the fully
executable pricing on the
Cürex ECN and our third party
relationship with FTSE through
the FTSE Cürex FX Benchmark
and Index Series.
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Cürex
Benchmarking
Methodology

In June 2012, Cürex and FTSE
introduced the FTSE Cürex
Benchmarks and Index Series
The FTSE Cürex Benchmarks
are unique in important ways:
• The Benchmarks are the only
live, streaming currency value
calculations, available 24 hours
per day.
• The Benchmarks are not pointin-time Fixes, like every other
market alternative.
• The data supporting the
Benchmark calculations is
generated exclusively from
executable bids and offers on the
Cürex ECN and is fully auditable
— the data does not include price
indications or prices subject to
rejection (last look).

Client
Engagement
and Motivation

Cürex performs customized
TCA exercises for a variety of
different customers including
asset managers, corporations
and other financial institutions
Cürex has examined over
100,000 trades in the context
of these customized exercises
Need to examine the
economic impact of their
trading approach:
• Emergence of TCA services
has pushed buy-side institutions
to analyze their trading results
more closely

Empirical Results
and Conclusions

Classical Comparison:
• We compared our clients’
trades against the prices on the
Cürex ECN at the FTSE Cürex
Benchmark rates
• This approach showed the
smallest negative cost impact of
our three different approaches
• Across our client data set,
our clients paid up to 0.008%
($80 per $million) more for their
executions than the result they
could have achieved executing
on the Cürex ECN at the FTSE
Cürex Benchmark rate

Cost/Benefit Calculation:
• Our analysis concluded that the
cost of time delay (decay) was
significant, particularly for pointin-time Fixing orders

Cürex evaluates customer
trading activity and results
using three different
approaches:
• Cost/Benefit Calculation:
Client’s actual trade compared
to the prices available on
the Cürex ECN at different
critical points in the trade
workflow. Critical points used
for comparison measurement
include:
– Create Time – Origination of the
order in the OMS

• Simulation:
Client’s actual trade compared
to alternate TWAP executions of
the same trade amount on the
Cürex ECN
• Classical Comparison:
Client’s actual trade compared
against the prices available
(VWAP) at the same time on
the Cürex ECN — the client
trade is benchmarked against
the relevant FTSE Cürex
Benchmark

– Receive Time – Arrival of the
order at the FX desk
– Place Time – Placement of
the order
– Execution Time – Actual
execution of the order

• Regulatory activity has signaled
the need to assess trading
practices in light of Best
Execution standards

Need for relevant
benchmarking:
• Clients using TCA providers
need a benchmark approach
for legitimate assessment
• Benchmarking provides
comfort in a fiduciary and
regulatory context

• This finding was true especially
for larger trade sizes and for less
liquid currency pairs
• While our data set for analysis of
time delay cost related to Fixing
executions was small, we did
observe adverse trade outcomes
of up to 0.75% ($7,500 per
$million) in our analysis
• When clients employed RFQs,
the range of additional cost paid
by the client was the largest
(price decay) between the Place
Time and the Execution Time
• In our analysis, the rate move
between Place Time and
Execution Time was negative
in 80% of the observed cases,
costing our clients up to 0.05%
($500 per $million)

Need to comply with
regulatory requirements
— MiFID II:
• Best Execution carries with it
a burden of proof
• A proliferation of different
TCA approaches is helpful
but challenging
• Clients need a market check
before trading, a precise time
stamp of all trades, and proof
that their trading result was
the best execution available for
their end customer — those
requirements are pushing clients
to examine different alternatives

Simulation:
• For this approach we chose a
standard TWAP for larger trades
and compared pricing from the
client’s initiation of their RFQ
• Our order attributes were
equal in all simulations (20
equal tranches executed over
20 seconds)
• In our analysis, on average
our clients’ trading outcomes
cost them 0.075% compared
to our TWAP scenario ($750
per $million)

